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VERY phase of piano study and playing ha9
been touched in this well-known writer's
entertaining and instructive style; a result
of a survey of the entire field of piano study by
one whose experience and opportunities have
been exceptional. This work will be found to be
a veritable inspiration to every one interested in
any way in the pianoforte or piano playing. A
book for every earnest student of the piano by a
person eminently fitted for writing such a book.
Alexander McArthur has had a more extensive
experience and better opportunities than it _ is
seldom the fortune of any one person to obtain,
having had access to the most artistic courts ol
Europe since an early age, and was private secre
tary to Rubinstein the last five years of his life,
writing the most authentic biography of him
published.
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BROOKS & DENTON CO.,
670 Sixth Avenue (39th Street),
NEW YORK.

InYaluable to Music Lovers.
A descriptive catalogue (112
pages) designed as a guide in
the choice of Musical Literature.
Includes Musical Biographies,
Musical Histories and Diction¬
aries, Critical Works, Essays,
Works on the Piano, Organ,
Violin, The Voice and Singing, ete.
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English translation by N. Hasken Dale.
Vocal score, in paper.$2.50 net
In cloth, rich gilt. 3.50 net
(English only.)
Opera in Four Acts.
Vocal score, in paper.$2.00 net
In cloth, rich gilt. 3.00 net

Snl0M«4y for the Right Hand.
8c*laSrndy for the L*ft IUo-1
Figure Mindy tor Iho Right Hand.

It**:'

Melodrama, in One Act.
Liebling, Op. 32, No. 1, Allegretto ; Xo. 2, Caprice ;
English translation by N. Hasken Dale.
Xo. 3, Romance. Schehlmann, Erinnerung and
Vocal score, in paper.$1.50 net
In cloth, rich gilt. 2.50 net Petite Tarantelle. Lutkin, Canzonetta. Pfeffer(Italian and English.)
corn, Chrysalis, and Oldberg's A Summer Night,

Verdi, G. Aida.

75

No.

Allegretto Scherzando and Tempo de Mazurka.

-Cavalleria Rusticana.

Saint-Saens, Camille. Samson and Delilah
Opera, in Three Acts.

PIANOFORTE STUDIES.
No.
No.
No.
No.
So.
No.
No.
No.

Vocal score, in paper.$2.00 net second grade, Schoenefeld’s Op. 21, consisting of
In boards. 2.75 net
In cloth. 3.00 net Eight Numbers for Phrasing and Sense of Rhythm ;
and, gradually advancing in difficulty, Ferber’s
(Italian and English.)

RHtlon) for Pianoforte. By
A- K-nery'e Foundation

Komanttc Opera, in Three Acts.
Vocal score, in paper.$1.50 net
In cloth, rich gilt. 2.50 net
(German and English.)

— Lohengrin.
Romani ic Opera, in Three Acts.
SrV-r.i'1.50 net
In doth, rich gilt
. 2.50 net
(German and English.)

a suite of seven charming tone-poems.
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Musical literature plaj
an important part in
well-rounded m u s i c a
WWMUVUWVttUMV
education. The follow
ing may be mentioned a
being of particular value: Talks with Pian
Teachers, by Emma Wilkins-Gutmann. Intrc
duction to the Interpretation of Beethoven’s Pianc
forte Works, by A. B. Marx, and The Natural Law
of Musical Expression, by Hans Schmitt.
The above list, on account of limited space, i
necessarily mere suggestive than exhaustive.

LITERATURE I

— Tannhauser.
R' 'mantic Opera, in Three Acts.
English translation by N. Macfarren.
Vocal score, in paner

* *

¥¥
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Complete lists of high-class musical pub¬

(OTHERS IN PREPARATION.)

lications, together with SUMMY'S BUL¬
LETIN of carefully selected new music
will

Graded Novelty List and other Catalogues sent
upon application.
Mail Orders Solicited, and Promptly Filled to
all parts of the Country.

G. SCHIRMER,
I ublisher and Importer of Music,

be sent free

upon application

to

Clayton F. Summy Co
Publishers and
Importers of Music,

New York.
220

Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, III

another, yet lie taught his daughter to play the piano
acceptably.
He had taste, liked good music, talked

a string instrument as an educational factor is that it
develops ensemble work, which is so helpful and full of
incentive to musicianly thought and feeling.

mnsie with everybody from whom he thought he could
gain help, made his daughter play to people, and learned
from their criticisms ; in short, made her work and prac¬
tice. and that of itself, if earnestly done, improves the

The advent of Cbaminade and d’Hardelot into com¬
position, the success of Calvg, the high favor of certain

pupil.

living French composers, the wonderful organ playing of

So work hard, always doing what is before you

as well ^ possible ; learn to play with expression • s'eek
out the phrasing ; olwerve all expression marks ; and lie
'cry s„re tl.at you play with a loose arm, wrist, hand
and fingers, and never loud except lor climaxes.

The best teachers are not afraid to demand the atm.

Irench operas, the acknowledged eminence of some

I me perfectly.

The better the teacher, the better w

wor “Lrt "rr "" ha,,i‘-

habit » *nned

of Mrs. Vanderbilt, Mrs. Kissam, and Mrs. Bronson,
of New York. Another course will be given in Morris¬
town, N. J., under similar auspices.

Guilmant and the charm of his compositions for that

The Schubert Club, of Newark, N. J., has been doing

instrument, and the popularity of the French chanson

good work for two years past.

have turned the attention of the musical public to French
music. It is a subject of much interest, and we recom¬

papers on a given composer are read—one biographical

mend it to musical clubs as one to be taken np for close

in Music and Art” has also received special considera¬

study and investigation.
amply repaid.

tion by this club.

The labor bestowed will be

At every meeting two

and one treating of the composer’s works.

* ‘ Romanticism

The object of the clnb, as stated in

its by-laws, is to afford opportunities for musical discus¬

“'1"al‘,y 01 w"rk- from‘he'rpupils. They know 1
to Show the pupil (he best way to do anv given thi,

he demands. \\ hen the pupil understands that he in
•hM-erfcet work, he concentrates his fullest end*’
npon his practice, let it Ik- technic or pieces. The abi!

A course ot lectures on that subject will be given
in January by Miss S. C. Very, under the patronage

**

then they hold the pnptl up to it and demand that it

Fashionable society womenof New York and vicinity
are becoming greatly interested in the history of music.

sion, lectures, and recitals within the circle of musical

suggests that amateur clubs pay attention to gatl
together books and periodicals on musical topics
suggestion seems worthy of consideration. A few
purchased on the plan nsed by the popular bo,
magazine clubs will form a nucleus for a library o
sical literature that can be added to from time to
and shonld prove useful as well as entertaining
city that contains a public library the club might m
a point to see that the authorities devoted some n
each year to purchase works of musical literature.

women in Newark, and to extend, as far as possible, the
influence of higher musical culture.

- —
ugicwnc
uinuii s riaiiu
Club, described in the December Etude, but a choral
clnb numbering seventy-five members, oflicered priiiciP“ y >} women ; the St. Cecelia, an organization com¬
posed of twelve female voices, directed by a woman ;
the popular sight-singing class, organized and conducted
by Mrs. Canfield, each pupil paying the nominal fee of

"

ShT‘l<l

»

#

We might suggest to clubs that associate mnsica

Hw-of taSWb,. „Wch

JL" It 55J!

ZZSZf'**"

^tiydemi;;

rather than well-cotaftrucU-d excuses.

The Choral Club has heretofore studied chiefly

n^i'6 "ii'ir'1 department of the Englewood Woman’s

mu<ic thoroughly interesting h,

sft *•1*- J sxt*”:
- and no pnp,| |lkw to ^ ,ohls t ,

ment

selections from operas, glees, madrigals, anil cantatas.
This year it takes up the study of oratorio, and will give
“The Creation.”

th^^T i /‘iT
impossible fora teacher
-•hthlwhen away front hi, p^JJ
■

Besides all this, the Englewood

M oman s Club (literary) has an efficient musical depart¬

1011 Uwttheirchildren.

nmrne tT
“fc‘kin*
*
Tb® par,>Db “re respoasible for the
practice, and this they are too often inclined I

ten cents a lesson.

nW
SeaS°n COnsi,ler tl,e evolution of the or■ a.’ * us rating by the instruments themselves, and

at tto, k
mental

Th

pr°grammes are usna:

p.ano solo, and four-hand arran

rnwd
rrrturaud symph°nies- ^«
vear a eh V'Ma w,irk> both solo and ense
chorus of sixteen was organized an

q ’ 'f

“ represented by the symphony.

It will

... ‘ ,U<
le °Pera of “Lohengrin” analytically and
likewise the Philharmonic programmes.
cXhto
York w"

gh e H ™ °f Chamber music con, ?e W“’8 String Orchestra of New

St.

WaS
* th,6
y Airs. Canfield, soprauo, of Englewood.

The John Chnrcli Company announced, in the Decem¬
ber number of their " Musical Visitor,” that the publi¬
cation would lie discontinued.
The two de lirr/krs have formed a company to give
representations of Wagner's works in Russia. Mine.
Eames will lie in the company.
Mmk. Gaiiski, Signor Cuinpnnari. and Mr. Bispham,
of the Daiuroscb-Ellis Opera Company, have been en¬
gaged lor the London season next May.
The Incorporated Society of Musicians, an association
of tiie professional musicians of England, will hold the
animal conference in Lomlou in January.
I>R Henry 0. Haschktt, the well-known pianist
ami lecturer, luu invented a new tone-sustaining pedal.
It is said to be a most important improvement.

Massenet's opera, “Sapho,” was produced in Paris,
lately. Calv6 appeared in the titular role and achieved
a great success.

It may be added that Dandet, the

author of the n >vel upou which the opera is fouuded,
died last month.
MacDowki.i.’s compositions are well received abroad.
Teresa Carreno played his second piano concerto in Dminor, in Berlin, at one of the concerts in the Sing-

forth the compose, .views on art, life, love, religion, etc.
Au. indications point to a large attendance at the

scribed in “Charles Aucbester,” a chorus of factory
hands and mill operatives.

The Musicians’ Club of San Francisco has arranged to
establish an annual competition, open to composers re¬

sitions of chamber mnsic which have not been previously

Slope.

Ihe contest this year will be for original compo¬

tour, aud two American soloists, a singer and an instru¬

published or publicly performed, such works to be for

mentalist, both

not less than two instruments and in not less than three

women.

They will play in

Great

Britain and Ireland, and on the Continent, visiting all
the large cities and musical centers.

movements.

Professors MaeDowell and Xavier Schar-

wenka will act as judges.

An enterprising English firm is bringing out a piano
that can be played by a person lying in bed. A wellmade nse of the iugeuious contrivance to keep in playing
trim and to fiuish some compositions.

me JNew York

awarded, and the club guarantees a satisfactory perform¬
ance ol the accepted works.

Uinsmierahle comment was excited at acorn,

SSta.

fi*, th»t i’ugno, the French pi

b™

The bouse i„ Munich, in which the famous con
mushpal't r*° o'"' fr°m 1532 tois uoth,
musical landmark to go down before the man
modern progress.
man
Mk. Feediuck Umond recently play,si

Inquiries may be sent to

Julius Weber, Secretary of The Musicians’ Club, care of
Messrs. Sherman, Clay & Co., S. W. Cor. Kearney and
Sutter Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

neram, - died recently iD ran

was a highly accomplished musical critic, an i
disciple of Wagner, and is said to have been tb
writer to translate the “ Nibelungen.”
An important sale of autographs is advertised t
ph.ee m Vienna. Among them will be three symp]
aud quartettes by Haydn, cadenzas for several

New Wk bjr

For the three relatively best

compositions a gold, a silver, and a bronze medal will be

-»

”‘hucu tiie jmrticuiars 01 a com*

petition to be held iu Vienna next year.

concertos by Mozart, overture, rondo for four hand
songs by Schubert, and a large number of Beethovi

He offers three

prizes, ot $800 in all, for the best pianoforte concertos
sent in before July 1, 1898.

~tZZ T hNS'i,,nal **»*■ ^ Women's
Mns.cM dabs, which is to take place in Chicago in Jan-

Why can not more of this

kind of work to done in rural districts as well as cities ?

Sousa will take sixty men with him on his European

soon lie torn down to make way for a modern structure.
A rosrmiMurs work by Rubinstein luu, lately been
puhhsbed to Leipzig. I, is a literary work, and sets

Rough hands and work-stained

It reminds one of the chorns de¬

siding in any ot the States or Territories of the Pacific

known pianist, who had been run down by a bicycle,
The olil Weimar Theater, in which Liszt brought out
many notable works, including those of Wagner will

people, the poor, even.
faces are the rale.

akademie. European critics rank him among the great
composers of the dny.

It is announced tliat San Francisco is to have a per¬
manent orchestra. Interest in things musical has taken
a strong forward step of late in “Golden Gate City.”

society of the professional singers, but of the plain

Tliejndges are J. Epstein,

W. Geneke, A. GrUnfield, T. Leschetitzky, and M.
Rosenthal, and the conditions of the competition are that
the works submitted must be original and unpublished
concertos lor piano and orchestra to be sent both in full
score and in arrangements for two pianos, headed with a

Another boy prodigy for whom great thing
been predicted is now in this country, Jean Ge

is an interesting point that the final judgment as to the

the violoncellist.

As a toy of twelve he played

relative merits of the three prize concertos will to made

wonderful maturity of style, and now at eighte
certainly can lay claim to the distinction of b<
great artist.

hree works chosen by the judges will be publicly per-

live of

T,1ERf “ to be no doubt that the product!

hoven s greatest sonatas consecutively at one recitaL

naZ “L« Y
Pari8’ unde
name ot
Les Ma.tres Chauteurs,” was a great sn

motto by which the prize winners can to identified.

It

y ape incite among the audience at a conceit where the
tormed.

The choice of soloist is left to the composers,

w io have the right to conduct their own works.

As the

compel,t.o„ is open to all countries, it is to be hoped the
-

of our younger composers will send in works, and
Amencan may carry off one of the prizes at least.

explain the possibilities of this popular instrument.

" * ha're received “ «®py
« new musical magazine
-wiled ■* Music, 8ong, and Story,” publisher! by S. W.
Hini|«on, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York City. It contains
much readable matter bearing upon the subjects indi¬
cated in the title, nnd is handsomely illustrated. In
addition there are sixteen pages of music, both vocal

V. Y D -The best remedy for making pupils really learn pieces
well, getting every passage thoroughly learned, is to have them play
ill your pupils’ musicales. If you have a very bad case, let the first
nsl been a four-hand piece. When a pupil attends musicales regu¬
larly and hears fellow-pupils playing well without stumbling or
hesitation he has something tangible to work for, and if he must
play in public himself he sets to work with a definite purpose which
conquers carelessness.
dlLnlt^Tv
pia,n° 18 n0t 100 low in Pitch there will be no
difficulty in keeping it in tune with your organ. But if it is a half

THE MUSIC FAIRYLAND. A Children’s Song-Com«ly. forthe Kindergarten and Primary Department.

freouenlv'r
M"K “ Up * y0U wiH ha™
tune it
frequently for a year or so, and this he will do at special rates for
you. After it once settles at the higher pitch it will stay in as good
tune as it everdid before. The piano and organ together hav^Xe
dass or especially arranged music which makes delightful effects

°nl9

Ooi.dbkck.

L

A‘VN’,E
PALMmPrice, $1.50.

Music by Robert

This little music-play should lie of great value to pri¬
mary and kindergarten teachers in the work of instrnc-

—I believe that, besides being on the verge of taking
undisputed first rank in the musical world, Americans
now lead the world as teachers.

We have got away

from the old-fashioned notions of instruction, and are
evolving the technic of the piano, for instance, on scien¬
tific lines.

ana instrumental.

Z by

to his great delight, resulted in a full resolution of the
chord and a complete and satisfactory close.

We are giving such study to piano playing

from the standpoint of the anatomy and physiology of
the arms, wrists, and hands as has not been dreamed of
in Europe.

The pupils of the best old world masters

find they have much to learn in true technic when they
come to us.— W. E. Sherwood.
Torn Music.—I played at two concerts recently, and
I noticed, as I have often done on similar occasions, that

KESSrthis cow,,ina,ioa of i—

some of tlie pieces of mnsic brought by the singers and

ZZTn,!1
rrpn*Tn
the little ones, and at
m er

little story which "ni

the same time they are

leandiurth
°"' n,nsital
»nd noJs or
banting the names of notes and their values
It i.« need!,** to comment on the music by Dr. Gold-wraciiv VT T^'11, ;'"(I 7"1 within
children’s
sn Ti ‘ I,
' * ** nmy b,‘ “ little higher than

THE GOSPEL OF WORK.

the pianists were in an extremely worn condition, torn
and soiled, not fit for a lady to touch. No doubt these

‘‘How did yon ever achieve all this?”

asked a

listener of Mendelssohn, on hearing him play several of

iwT-T*-

Uk* • -™-i"

L

like a horse, was the answer of this great musician too
honest to affect an excellence as costing him nothing
Some time ago I heard a man say to a successful
musician, “ Yon are a lucky chan ” The
f
Plied, “Nothing of the kind.

Years ajo whenT" ^

you spent on the corner of th!
street with the boys, and thought vontj i
enough through the day
I hn.l „„ n ■
worked

£

;r

tr

*..

; *•

But when we consider

o v exceedingly cheap music has now become, it is noth¬
ing short of a disgrace to appear, either in public or in
private houses with such old, worn copies. Music pub* J1*

aVC

’9n.e' aml are doing, everything in their

ittiT ? put tlleir Publications within the reach of ail
at the cheapest rates possible; and the least an artist
can do » to encourage the music sellem by purchasing

w:::gtrir1
was
were
Every evening

fS"’

pieces were old favorites, and probably contained many
private marks or memoranda.

TaZT " 0<Z aS they “V be required instead of
parading torn and patched pieces which can do nothing

rrrusto womier at

'%£££%
- -«......

tney must have reanired
Tf ;» **
„ r i
1
nolitiVi,,
1 r
' 14 18 a bilse economy, im¬
politic in every sense.—“ The Strand. ”

z: u:zz r

",ci

poritftof^Thei^^.0^1^ concerning the comSir Arthur Sullivan
^ the "ell-known song by

have incorporated «J"V"* ,his’ ,he «H»o«
oSt custom T ^ 9to,Uti« a"<« »
nicwical msen^,
^ ^
»o-l relative value of th, .,
' ’ ^
WS’ raonfiJ'
tioiK n fc, ,
rk S “ ™mar’ 01
different ni
nitisu-

grent - «°

«*N*I in the

~

-

___

-

—If you save too much money in L-ettimr
■on, you do not get your education afffi bntonto'
fragments of it, and later Inc. ,
, . ’ bnt only some
ought to have.
86 ,HnCh ,ncome wbich you

the «mSrV waS2ChW« “ll a,ul ^ several weeks
One night, when the sick K m? bedside night and day.
ful delp! Sir Arthur ct,
a ?r ha<1 falleu i,lt0 a Peacewhich lmd previously \°ce<1 to.co,ne across the poem,
in the stillness of the'ni /t'l? ^ '“'Pressed him. There
musical Sul,S a l read them a^in, and the
onsly. Ashe!tof S m!iWere',a,,m08t "'stantaneSlowly tlie song develoLd inrf a“d be began to write,
there.
°Ped, and was finished then and

politely, but heed them not. Betterenjoy the reputation
of Ming a severe teacher than nn amiable one; pupils
like to be led by a firm hand, and all instruction must be
positive and to the point. Distinguish between mistakes
of ignorance and those of accident; nothing is gained by

tion desirable changes will soon be made insensibly.
Avoid criticizing your predecessors ; perhaps the student
does not reflect their work creditably ; besides, you may
have a successor soon yourself.

Show no mercy to fakes

and impostors ; expose them without compunction—they

too, do get: a superficial, pedantic, mechanical style of
playing, excellent on the surface, but wholly lacking in
musical insight and power of comprehension and inter¬
pretation.

I know teachers who work hard enough and

with admirable conscientiousness, who never get beyond
the letter that killeth.” As for “ the spirit that giv-

eternally nagging at pupils ; give them a living chance
and permit them to recite the lesson without constant in¬
terruptions, which only cause nervousness.

are uot entitled to professional courtesy ; but give merit
its due. It is strange that many sharp women who

eth life, ’ it is not to be brought out by any pseudo-

would not permit a dressmaker to overcharge them a

thoroughness of technical training which is content with

Treat each problem which arises separately ; fatigue
"pv«1, force, liability to stumble, sight-reading, memor-

spool of thread, will permit themselves to he taken in

“correctness” of performance, while the inner life of
music remains uncomprehended.

uwg and many other topics should be taken up serinfully discussed and analyzed, and applied to the
particular case in hand.
Explain to the student that not a moment of correct
practice ,s ever wasted ; the results may not show immjsliately, and are often quite indirect; this is especi2h“Pt ,° W
With *,orelJ ‘ethnical work and
natiirallv of th
!’r°>K'r «radinK of‘^hing material is

readily by some new-fangled and preposterous method,
which claims everything and substantiates nothing • and
the woods are full of these sharks.
Show no favoritism, nor do as the stepfather did, who

It is said of him that he did uot so much mind technical

said that he made no difference between his own and
Ins stepchildren, but that he swore at them all. Some

slips, but woe betide the pupil who disregarded the mu¬
sical sense of what he had to play !

personalities with which you are brought into contact

down savagely on all stupidity, mental slackness, or

naturally appeal to your own perceptions more agreeably
than others ; but that should cut no figare—they all pay

thing in mechanics, but on the mental and spiritual side

laziness.

Beethoven pounced

Those who studied with him might lack some¬

*he8t imP°rtance. and should be

for their instruction and are entitled to equal considera¬

they must be alive, or stimulus would be most vigorously

T' ‘'‘“‘h009 ^^iou ; even the
and arpeggios should he carefully gra(ie(1 #m,

tion. Be careful as to [your utterances, for “ a fool and
his speech are soon parted.”

applied,—often in no gentle or pleasant fashion.

r

XtTy

Unght in certain succession.
^ " .

Much can be

Z

in fa™

{To be continued.)

^tals ; they often assist in

;
rnT a,Ul free<i0n’ iD pl°yinK '-cf-re others
same cillTn J^< eriVenn7 perc<Ttible »>enefit ; the
clZlZvT ^
the desirability of attending

i ir*
many are prone to let everv
fere with the taking 07 a u

■
lr,en"s,too
*mCOnveDien<e

proper interpretation ^o^the contract £*
and your patron and all will be well

£% ,T,

•»<>•««

when attending to a larve 1
the effects of certain m J

*
,

* '* * dlfl5cult ‘ash,
™rable P°">^

t.'i.i,j

""" l“" “

^
y0nreelf

Watch

*d<i w,,*B

i-5. £££

If Beethoven felt the need of this sort of teaching in
Vienna, how much greater is the need of it then where
pupils have only the rarest opportunities to hear the

-How very few musicians possess a really good musi¬
cal library .

Even those lovers of the art-whether pro-

ejmnal or amateur-who are fortunately able to satisfy
heir tastes and desires in this direction will very rarely
be found to have made a perfectly repr*entativ7cZZ
tmn of the works pertaining to any of the special depart¬
ments of the art.

«.«hw

I fancy that Beethoven would have been, in some re¬
spects, a model teacher for some of our American pupils.

Of course, an absolutely complete

1 nary o music is out of the question, so far as indi
vulual collectors are concerned.

But we might expect

best music interpreted by competent artists, and do not
even know enough to appreciate the importance of tak¬
ing .id\ antage ot the few artistic performances which
come within their reach !

But, unfortunately, the spirit

and ideals of Beethoven are not the ideals and spirit
which permeate a good many teachers in this country
and elsewhere
And the fewer the artistic opportunities
of the pupil, the more unfortunate is this kind of lack
in the teacher.

for instance, that the fairly well-to-do musician-ff a
pianist—would be able to show „po„ his sheCa gid
irn msrofibe c,assic
forhifS
td„
uln
6 maj°rity 0f Cases’
-ill be
of the c£e “writera
^ “ COmpIet* -orks ”
to collect more mo.lem wni.U bat h,e wiU b^e foiled
cfolly interested hSf Tn ^e ^
^ 8pePosers, to the utter neglect of all nth
f*\onte comprobable that he may have so L ™T KA"d Uis
posing collection. wifhout lX^ « “o®bers «°» an >«truly perfect assemblage of -,ii the
pos?*8ed of any
best masters.—“
OpMo fi
W>rks of
the

-It is melody that is first and foremost in music, and
Sects human feelings with marvelous and magic power.
It can not be repeated too often that, without expressive
Tthh,; wT Tment a(1‘Ied by ^mentation is
f tal l17 magnificence. The best definition
be

I

?,' T a ?if?ber 8euse-i8 ^tiring that may

sholi flow f ," a0"1" ^ S°Ug it8elf- “S as such
heart
ue la",i spontaneously from the human
liortine mu

";

0

CaD “0t be 8nn« m that way is

Which strive™
“
9UCCession of individual sounds
which strive m vain to become music.-Boffman.

He would then goon fresh, and in a few minutes would
find himself playing with enthusiasm and effect.
There are certain drawbacks to this doctrine of “devi¬
talization ” as sometimes taught. I have lately had a
pupil who had been working by herself, and hearing so
much said about “devitalization ” she had set herself to
play with relaxed muscles. The consequence was that
alter sonic mouths of this her playing was devoid of
effect, as there was never a really vital tone. Yon can
not have work and devitalization at the same time and
place. If yon are a farmer and have ever tried to carry
a two-lmshel bag of wheat up a flight of stairs, you will
remember that during the exertion devitalization was
not going „n to any great extent; or, more properly,
there was always vitalization and devitalization alter¬
nately, as one moacle after another contracted and re¬
laxed. Hot you yonrself, as a whole, were not conscions
ol any devitalization.
You were under strain all the
t.mc, and relaxation took place only when the ling had
been placed where you were to leave it, or at some intermediate place where yon stopped to rest.
Now in music you have to do with continuous ideas
m just the same manner as carrying the bag upstairs
was a continuous idea. There is always a phrase-, a sec¬
t-on, a period, a movement, which the mind conceives to
some extent a, a whole.
You maintain a certain pres¬

of tone production qpite a little before securing a sympa¬

great undoing of what has been done.

thetic interpretation.

Do you consider it necessary for a child to review
studies and pieces that have been learned and left?
In teaching “Touch and Technic” do you give the
two-finger exercise before teaching the proper hand posi¬
tion by five-finger exercises ?
Should a child learn the fingering and notes of a scale
before taking them in graded rhythms ?
In teaching scale do yon give the scale of D-flat in all
its different forms before taking them up in another kev
or go through ail the keys in each form ?
S. B.
studies and pieces must be reviewed ; hut we have to
do with practical considerations. When a child only
practices an hour or an hour and a quarter a day, often
all that is possible, yon can not do much reviewing.
1 he best way will he to give, along with some advance
lesson, an old piece to review now and then.

Particu¬

larly when the pupil has just been working hard at a
new piece is it good to rest her with reviewing an old
one which has been laid aside for some months.

Studies

can profitably he reviewed occasionally, but not all tile
studies. For instance, supposing you use the Standard
Grades, I recommend that the pupil upon completing a

There is no one “ proper position of the hands. ”

worif trTth

l' *Wk8 ‘° d0’ lh'ref0re' » t0

the

.

j£*fc?he W°rk

°“ there i9sur* ‘<> be te„8ion.

STS ,a° tenf,i,,n H,ere Wil1 ** ™> work- Hence’
to take again the cam of the beginner there is a m

“• *-«-• - -iS,

The

five-finger position of the hand is merely one of many

a separate motive.

If yon ask me about ideas, why then

the spell of sixteenths for three measures and the three
eighths following make up one idea ; the rhythm and
nearly all the melody of this idea is exactly repeated in
t e following measures.

Finger as written, beginning

with 2 on F, and each finger falls in its natural place ; 5

°f thC handS ” iS time ^properly ap-

ou A-flat is correct; better play the two G’s, 4, 5, chang¬

If y0U give the pupil enough to do and

ing to insure lietter repetition ; omit the left-hand thumb
on the F’s.

exercise a little care in training the hand, the proper posiDon will presently come of itself. If it does not ^ou
T„”h T “ “■ B"*«
c. 1
1 e ,SCales ls 100 lawe a subject for this place
Some months ago I treated it at some length in “ Music ”

The metronome marks mean that when yon li
placed tlie slide at the notch indicated by the nnml

and I

each beat ol the pendulum will correspond to the di

Will

I

doubt whether we ought to consider each of these forms

Four-fifths of the time spent on

Pr°Per P0S,t,0tla'’’

after another.

-tltrs
themaintain
working a certain
ot those ports, and rrLyml
to set np to
and
kmd of rest In all the parts not actnally working

I do not think I care to answer the question as to number

cending, and reversing (measures two, three, etc.).

If

ng er grade. A on can not be reviewing and advancing
in every lesson. Time is too short.

ti^Tn?
k*P th* t*D,i0n 0,1 thro»Bbont the en¬
tire hand. and even at times throughout the whole arm ■
metunes. even, all „ver their whole bodies. What the

the dominant seventh.
Seventh chords can occur upon
almost every tone of the settle.

book go through the entire book again in perhaps three

«one finger after another performs its part and waits
Now the art of devitalization

The chord of the dominant is the chord on the fifth of
the key ; when it contains the seventh it is the chord of

lessons, practicing anything which needs practice.

yon have a graduating course, you will easily get this
done by making it a condition for advancement to a

for the next thing to do.

AY hat is the difference between the chord of the dom¬
inant, the chord of the seventh, and the chord of the
dominant seventh ?
How many motives are there in “ Heitor Skelter,”
page 25 of ypur “Grade I?”
In the second Bach Invention (2 part), Sehirmer edi¬
tion (Dr. Mason), what is the best fingering for the left
hand in the first half of the filth measure? In thesame
measure is the right hand fingering correct?
In the
twelfth measure, what is the right fingering of the right
hand on the last note ?
What finger should he used on
the two G’s the last note of the twelfth and first note
of thirteenth measure?
In the ninth measure from the
end, should the thumbs of both hands he used on the F,
or should the left hand not use it at all?
A. C. M.

of motives in “ Heitor Skelter.” The four-note figure
comes in three forms : straight descending, straight as¬

sure of nervous tension during the progress of the entire
performance. Locally, j„„ work and V0Q rMt ,n tan

amount* to juat this: that when a muscle or part has
done its work, ,t rests until it is dne for its next work

The clavier is an admirable ser¬

vant ; as a master it is as bad as any other inanimate
object.

ask Mr. Presser to reprint it, becauseVa’,,

suers several questions which you and many others

**•

">

-»«»«, . will Zy ft,™

r"0** deSig"ate<1- These numbers indicate
the
riM vibrations in a minute ; 144 i
the rate of 144 a minute, and so on.

nnmK

We teachers, however, regard the mutter in a totally
different light. We want our pupils to look up to music
as a divine urt, to learn to love her as a life-long friend,
•I not mistress ; something quite apart from school books
and school lessons, which come to an end with school
day*
V et, though no comparison should be drawn between
mtnic and the ordinary school lessons, it would be fair
enough to draw one between music and literature.

As

to the latter, what with rending-books, elocution classes
and lectures on different periods in literature, etc ’
school-lioys and girls get some notion of the more im-

I he great thing, is, first to realize one’s pupils’ igno¬
rance and to feel sympathy, not contempt or dismay ;
then to encourage them to seek information about their
pieces. And to this end let us not discourage them
from asking questions by appearing shocked at the
woeful lack of knowledge displayed, by wearing a super¬
cilious or lofty air of superior wisdom, or by bursting
out laughing

(however absurdly the questions may

sometimes strike us)-any of which methods have an
infallible way of most effectually quenching all thirst for

BY JAMES M. TRACY.

’

in the

C0Miderati°“«

school

first suggested

body is dead and useless.

Too fast practice, as a rule,

leads to many bad habits, such as stuttering, wrong
notes, and other unmusical effects.

Therefore, avoid the

habit if you wish to become musically good players and
have your playing prove acceptable.
i

Let me inform

ou> right here, that none of the great players have ever

Hummel,

well-educated, intelhgent girl of fifteen or sixteen for
instance, would ask her governess seriously wheth
bhakspere is still living? The Tery ^ ”

routine

upon all the other movements of the body, and all intel¬
ligent people know that when the brain ceases to act the

ficulties contained in the pieces they were learning.

SUCCESS IS THE REWARD OF TOIL.

istl?riT',"8"" ...srs

The brain, which is

practiced their music fast before conquering all the dif¬

ci;?r\8r
‘shaks,>ere-Dry,,eu’
Aiidi-»Macaulay, Longfellow, m
etc.,
while, on the other
hand
the great masters in music are usually ignored. What

8,,ch nlive
a ^
^..^0^
piano teacher one day, “just
Is Bach
now
?„ T
™

very slow-and diligent practice.

the moving power, acts upon the fingers just as it does

Liszt,

Thalberg,

Rubinstein, von

Billow,

aclimann, Paderewski, Gottschalk, and Rosenthal have
a

practiced slowly, carefully, and correctly ; that is one

o the chief reasons of their success, and certainly their

l r is necessary to practice what the teacher gives you
n a diligent, faithful manner. You employ a teX
his abihty to impart knowledge, and should be gov¬
erned implicitly by his advice ; else you reap no advan¬
tages from his instructions.
One should never practice when other things are upper

example is a good one to follow, for no greater nor more
wonderful performers have ever lived.

ibration of tone had been under discussion, and in
conclusion the fact made plain that almost everything is
ie result of vibration.

I was anxious, indeed, to ascer¬

tain whether my pupil had understood the subject, and
• irected my questioning in a way to call forth a reply
which would demonstrate that light also was a result of

manner, especially if they do not like the*
piece given them, or have but a few
•
practice.

They seat themselves at theV

T’
erclse or

* deV°te to

the view of accomplishing something but as^’dut Tl!^
owe somebody, and the „„„
*’
1 as a (iuty they
that it had been ex ores I

N

°r had ever heard

ta their Mtt-e «ty?-No. “vT^tSSlI*8tiValhe,d
°P of about twenty *i<ur • 1
s’
CaS8 was made
*nd 19, and it proved on funhJ’
tbe aK«ofl5
either heard the “ Fl’I'
,n'in,ry’that ** °ne bad
or knew anything whatever
about
it!
Then I first realized
tboe« to whrkm

vivlai. ,,
^

,

melancholy case

of

charged the better it will' beTr tlT
callers, making calls ridin,
e
T °tber outside
one no good. If Von ear.

.

b® dis'
They think °f

fashionaSucb practice does

powers on your practice bptt ** ®°ncentrate Your whole

vibration.

Putting my question thus :

If sound is the

result of air-vrbration as perceived by the ear, what then
is the cm** of air vibration upon the eye? For instance,
morning? ” ^ th'Dg y°“ D°tice UpOU awakenin8 in the
Answer: “My breakfast.”

toward Z*,Seeuis to bave 1)een rather more free of jealousy
toward other artists and composers than is generally the
ease. He wrote to Wagner in 1857: “ Many of my

and wait until you are fullV* n Y
fr°m thePiano
whole body and soul to it y P™pared
dev<>te your
Precious time.
thaa
away your

“ ,Sr"“

As a general rule schola
a
enough, do not listen attei k
°
practice carefully
<mten attentively or watch for cause and

take this in th
from “y compositions. I don’t
me as t f,„,6 CaSt amiss’ and 0311 not let it influence
“mks ”
*
and lh'el* interest in their

for

1 ft J

major scale.
He must, consequently, learn it early, in
the way that makes the greatest impression npon him.
That impression is made by the voice. In itseffect upon

himself the voice is infinitely nearer the child than are
tones produced upon n piano.
III. The child must lie trained in sight-reading beran.se thereby he gains—
(n) Tile power to think tone;
,6) The power to comprehend and to interpret simple
mnsical phrases ami periods by the exercise of his own
families.
e) The power to sing the major scale from the various
pitches which are ut his command. By representing the
major scale at various pitches we get in symbols what we
.■all keys. As long us the pitches are at the singer’s com¬
mand. the key offers no difflcnlty.
IV By testing snd observing these points the teacher
will discover—
(a That tiie reason why we worship before C, F, and
O. ns shrines of simplicity, is to be found in the keyboard
of tbs piano or organ, and not in the mind of the child.
Ay That it the child's education in music opens with
sight-reading (preceded by note work), he goes forth into

nervous excitement, don’t try to be a great pianist, for
you will never succeed.
be true to yourself.
do.

Do what nature intended yon to

But the great difficulty is to find out what nature in¬
tended you to do.

“ Tompkins forsook liis last and awl
For literary squabbles;
Styles himself poet; but his trade
Remains the same—lie cobbles.”

Follow Shakspere’s advice, and

I remember that when I was a boy

Sainte-Beuve, always elegant, expresses

it

in ye

another way : “ On est toujours Vesclave de son prdinit

a popular conundrum was this : “ What is the most dif¬

talent.”

ficult thing in the world ? ”

and day to learn what his especial talent is and to enlti

And the answer was, “To

find out the most difficult thing in the world.”

Long¬

It is the duty of every student to strive nigh

vate that to its fullest extent.

But I repeat aud repea

fellow said, “ The talent of success is nothing more than

and repeat that you will not learn what it is from tin

doing what you can do well, without a thought of fame.”
Now, is there anything more difficult in this world than
to find out what you can do well ? I suppose the most

friends to whom your accomplishments provide, an hou

misleading lines ever written are these lines of Diyden :

of friends and another to play the Waldstein sonata t<

of elegant recreation.

It is one thing to play a saloi

piece by Gottschalk or Sidney Smitli to a parlor ful
an audience of music-lovers who do n’t know you.

“ What the child admired,
The youth endeavored and the man acquired.”

The great artists are all critics of themselves.

All, if it were only so, how easy it would be to solve

Mme

Patti conquered the world by knowing just what sin

the riddle of life ! How few disappointed violinists,
pianists, and singers there would be. But it is not true.’

could do, and doing it to perfection.

Aspiration and inspiration are utterly, hopelessly, often

voice isnotsuited to them.” Mme. Melba, a prirna donni

fatally, different.

of world-wide fame, permitted “ friends ” to persuade he

Therefore I say to the readers of The

Etude, study yourselves.

Learn to get outside of your¬

8aidto

me :

Mme. Sembricl

11 do not sing the Wagner roles because m;

that she could sing Briinnliilde in “Siegfried,” and sin

instrumental study with fewer prejudices and limitsI tout.

selves and look at yourselves as if you were some one

made a lamentable fiasco.

else.

me last winter : “ My friends have urged me to stud:

r) I hat the value of conceiving a music thought and
expressing it with the voice is infinitely above any instrumenUl expression of it. We positively m„f, Uild up from

regard the warm praise of friends.

that the curse of budding talent is the flattery of foolish

a' Vsl
l
W°
confounding difficulties
of keyboard of signs, of hand, the sooner we si,all

ments even wrecked lives, resulting from the delusions
caused by flattery of friends that I say to every music
student, and I say it from the bottom of my heart dis-

T* I! hoW K’>n"inp »n<> Simple staff nota21
‘ ul

tr *y*Um has
*»« discovered
inh0rt',t Worth 10 n'“ke it stand ;

There is only one way to do it, and that is to dis¬
I am of the opinion

friends. In my experience as a writer on music and the
doings of musicians I have seen so many sad disappoint¬

trust all people who continually praise yon.

If’your

tocher never has anything but words of easy commenda on for yonr work, drop him and get another. He
will never do you any good.

Mme. Emma Eames said t<

Isolde, but I have decided not to do it.

What do yoi

think? I answered, “Madame, you are not artisticalh
old enough.” She answered with a smile, “That i;
precisely what 1 tell my friends.

I have not attainei

sufficient artistic maturity to attempt roles in the grant
style.

I must go on studying.”

Mme. Eames hat

learned the art of self-criticism. Teachers should in
elude that art in their courses of instruction.

What [ would particularly impress is that sight-read.ng frem the beginning ^xpre^d bv meJ 0f“ e
»ol«*--is aleointely essential.

Most of them

-One can always endure drudgery and hard
it can be shown him that the end of it all coma

‘
not need it, for music teachers, like other teachers
are genera
and ^
^^ ^ £

by a true presentation of his mission, and, whi

o/^'TVv*
^m the annual report
of the sc brails of New York City, is foil of interest

thffik
^ y°Ur
D° are
D0t not
let «>em
think that6
that tl
they areT
doing
well PUpilSwhen they
Of

the student to high ideals above and beyond the

course, I understand that constant fault-finding will dis¬

ing him to reach them at any cost to himself of t

onepoint oran"th-’ -*« «>•*

To teachers I am loath to offer advice.

Let the teacher then, from the first, stimulate 1
mztng the difficulties, seek to overcome them by

i
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reformed
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ezmay be omitted w
here
and in
•nether similar place, as it ig not essential. Observe that other
TZrrf1l* 0ee*r‘’l80 sin fly I for the right hand above) in a numerroj places throughout the piece. If played however take Zd thumb
l
**J?A*r?Hgim Uie ltft ha,,d■ TAese are old-fashionedmor.:
•ante,differing from the modem grace note beats: the first
note of each mordant should be given simultaneously with the
*1010.

A Usually, a Fermata ( Pause) is preceded by a ritardando; in
this case the rtlard comes, exceptionally, after the Fermata]
Copyright t««8 by Theo.Presser

Ill

2

L
at C. *1 t* the same thing, the author having omitted to place
a Fermata sign over the half note at the beginning of the measure.
rirht'hJ? nPP£r n°te ff arpeggio together with quarter note of
right hand. Treat all the arpeggios in this piece in the same
way.

a?
pja^inS the double notes in the right the fingers of the
h«d!n? f}lvays held loosely, should adhere to the keys with
ft tnness and obtain an evenly clear and distinct tone.
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accounts would lie three marks, aud according to others

creased if he can speak a little English.

and passionate utterance which thrills us ; but in a

forty marks, would be imposed, we called on the chief

As to the price of board and lodging, it varies from

of police, meeting everywhere with much politeness
but no end of red tape. In the course of the next three

seven dollars a week in Paris and Berlin, to three dollars

as much.

a week in the smaller German towns.

the part of the singer.

weeks we received four visits from police officials in gor¬
geous uniform, hearing stamped documents of which I

Dresden fair board can be had for eighteen dollars a

and all those artists who play on au instrument, be it

month.

wood or brass, of prolonged and pliant vibratory tone

could marie neither head nor tail, and all of which I

however, is very cheap—half what it is at home.

It is

are quite closely related to the singer in their capabilities.

turned over to our excellent consul, Mr. J. L. Coming,

often said that a mark (twenty-four cents) will go as far

When instrumentalists of this description or the singer

who was then in office.

Finally, an officer appeared

here as a dollar at home, and in many things this is true.

possess this fervent feeling as the primary and most im¬

with a document, a whole page of foolscap, closely

For instance, our piano in Munich, ail excellent upright,

written, which he proceeded to read to me from beginning
to end, after which he took it away. I do not know to

portant factor of expression, then an extensive and

costs us ten marks a month, which was considered rather

subtle knowledge of their art will assist them greatly.

an extravagant price.
month.

The singer, of course, by reason of his superior organ,

thus day whether it was an apology from the police or a
solemn warning not to break the law again.

In Munich and

These prices do not include washing, which,

Yon can get them at six marks a

slender, graceful one gentle sweetness may touch us jnst
Tone expression demands fervor, warmth, on
The violinist, the ’cello player,

may attain loftier heights ; he can be eloquent in yield¬

This was

It is, however, in the cost of musical instruction that

ouly one of our encounters with the police. As every
stranger coming into a German city has to register at

ing to the sway of his passion and reach a power which

the great economy of living here is evident, especially

carries everything before it; and when, in turn, the

police headquarters within forty-eight hours, he becomes

when the quality of instruction is considered.

The fees

flood of his tones recedes, when his efforts become fainter

paid during one year, in Berlin, by a young man who

a target for all sorts of public documents. Inside of one
fortnight in Dresden I received five tax bills, and al¬

and fainter, he pictures love’s complete surrender.

studied the violin, took part in orchestra and chamber

such moments we are charmed with shadings of tone

though I was legally bound to pay none of them, I finally
did pay a tax of forty cents to stop the nuisance. In

mnsic, attended frequent lectures on the history of music,

that are not merely technical, because they are

and received lessons in counterpoint and composition,

with a tenderness and passion that make the ebbing

amounted to $122.

change of tone-force a result of both deep feeling and

Dresden, fortunately, there is au association, supported
by the hotels, boarding-houses, and large shops, which
has for its object the assistance and protection of foreign¬
er*, and all such troubles are thus taken off the consul’s
hands. The interest taken by the German government
in your welfare is wonderful.

I hail not been in Dresden

a week before an officer appeared, wanting to know where
my boy, » lad of sixteen, went to school. I replied that
be had a tutor. Then came several documents from the
school authorities, and finally asnmmons requiring me
to state the name and address of my boy’s tutor, whether
or not he had the government’s authority to teach, and a
list of the studies pursued.
Having lived fora fortnight or so in a pension with
other Americans, who may lie supposed to know some¬

In Munich, a young lady student’s

tuition expenses for piano study and composition were
a little less than $80 for the year. In Leipzig, Weimar
Sondersliausen, Carlsruhe, and other minor cities they
will lie found rather less than these prices.

Dresden is

about the same as Munich in expense. The advantage
ot the large cities is that the teachers are men of world¬
wide reputation, such as Scharwenka, Klindworth, and
Taubert in Berlin ; Rheinberger, Thuille, and Schwartz
in Munich ; Draseke, Saner, and Lamperti in Dresden.
Also the great advantage, mentioned at length in a
previous article in The Etude, of being able to hear
the very best operatic and classical music for very little
money.

Taking an average, I should say that the young

man or woman wishing to come to Germany to stndy
music will require $100 a year for tuition fees, $250 a

thing of the town, and having established friendly rela¬
tions with the consul, the next thing for an American

year for board and lodging, and $75 a year for operas

who wishes to settle down in a German town is to find a

and concerts, the latter sum being sufficient to provide

German family with which she can board, and where not

something good for almost every night in the week.

a word of English is to be heard.

I know dozens of

gets a lesson in singing, music, orchestral playing de¬

Americans in Munich and Dresden, who hear scarcely

clamation German, and art by paying twenty-five cents

One

a seat at the Royal Opera House in Dresden or

high art.

At

infused

Next to the magnetism of tone expression we

perceive the movement of time and rhythm, which exert
now the charm of uniform motion, then the irresistible
sway of acceleration or the persuasive appeal of lingering
retardation.
The piano tone, which we must consider as an opposite ot the vocal, is not capable of the same varied modu¬
lation, since it diminishes from the moment of attack,
and is after that beyond the control of the player.

H®

power of expression under skilled fingers is, neverthe¬
less, very great; but since its secret of expression lie®
principally in the first contact of the finger-tips with tie
keys, I suggest to the many who practice and play that
their first and last care should be—the acquisition of ®
beautiful touch.

From the finger-tips, which touch the

soft, smooth keys, should flow the soul of the playerThere should he no harshness, no laughing, no punishing
of the unfortunate instrument, often an unavoidable
thing, I fear, if the player has not been taught how to
develop a noble force.
Since the pianist can only control and modify the

esthetic benefit from music.
Because you wish to shine in society?

A natural and

pcrliAp* excusable reason, but superficial, and if this is all
that actuates yon, disappointment will result. Society
is fickle and hard to please. Years of work and study
might place you where you could shine ; but it could
not lie for long, because “ society ” seems to be occupied
chiefly in looking for “something new”; hence you
would soon have to “step down and out” for the “ lat¬
est” lion, musical or otherwise.
society.

Do not depend on

That you may become famous? I have noticed that
fame has a way of eluding those who pursue her for
berownsake, and, with a peculiarcoyness, comes to those
who ignore her in their work. One can not become
famous by merely trying to become famous.

Fame

is the result of conditions entirely beyond our control.
The most famous men and women become so uncon¬
sciously, anil many were entirely ignorant ofbeing famous.
While 1 presume that fame must have its pleasant fea¬
tures. prominence naturally brings a train of unpleasant
and adverse conditions. The eminent one is surely the
object of greater and more malignant envy and jealousy
than one less known.
Further, every one is not consti¬
tuted by nature to do good work in high places. Only
Lincoln and Washington could fill the places they occu¬
pied. The greatest good is not done by those who are
most prominent—

To quote Mr. W. S. B.

Mathews, in the September “ Music,” “ There is some¬
spirit of the concert artist, which limits the capacity of
art enjoyment.”

We must have artists and teachers ; yet

I hope to see the development of another object in music

My Dear Boy.—Your questions have stirred me all up.
We who have been teaching a good many more years

more intelligent, listeners.

than you have lived are apt to be rather oblivious of the

This would not call for so

great an amount of detailed study, nor so much wearing

needs of you who are beginners.

of nerves and muscle in technical drill, not to mention

realize that the long process by which we have acquired

the expense ; and the results would certainly be immeas¬
urably greater than are attained at present.

sess is still before yon, and that you are starting out as

Further, before music study is entered upon, and

number of people who know ns or of ns (if it were so

many of us started out in the same way ; began by try¬

the existence of a certain amount of natural musical

ing to take our pupils over the same road we had been

aptitude, a natural correct feeling for time and rhythm.

over; found we did not know clearly and thoroughly

The number of pupils who are woefully deficient in these
two respects is astonishing ; yet all expect to succeed,
and are indignant at any suggestion of possible failure ;
and yet, under these circumstances, complete success is

pupils

in more or less uncertainty for a good while ; cleared onr
heads np gradually on important points ; learned what

musical results from natures which are not musical to
begin with.

learniug for a while a good deal more from our pupils

This condition being fulfilled, and music study determmed on, it is only just that a few years be given to it
Should the pupil be fortunately placed as

to means, teachers, artistic influences,

and natural

talent; should he develop extraordinary technical skill
and powers of interpretation, there would be nothing

and possess, in addition, certain powers of reasoning’
learn), and, atiove all, the ability to impart to others the

that many

half so many things as we thought we did before we
began to teach them to other people ; floundered around

we could from older teachers as we had opportunity;

analysis, observation, patience, a desire to teach (and to

this ;»un«ctio„. I may say

A good

impossible. Men do not gather grapes from thorns nor
figs from thistles ; neither can one reap a harvest of rich

Are you taking h*sons to “ please papa and the boys ” ?
Tins m a debghtful and worthy reason, and one that

'n

teachers without any other guide to the art of teaching

condition on which there should be no uncertainty—viz.

unreasonable in aiming at a concert career. On the
other hand, should a pupil become a good performer

thoughtlessly wound the feelings of parents and cause

whatever knowledge and experience of teaching we pos¬

than the experience you have had as pupils.

what an immeasurable success John L. Sullivan would
bet. bat by the number who are better for our having
existed and tailored.
8

U JlLd r“n
P"PiI profi,abl?
A teacher might
be proud if alio, his pupils were of this class. He could
rely on some results,

It costs us an effort to

especially music study with serious aims, there is one

shall be put.

The success of our lives will not tic measured by the

Letter I.

To W. E. S. :

study, and that is, that we may become better, because

before any decision is made as to the use to which it

" Tbs strongest souls
Are Ih.ae of whom the world bears least.”

BY JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE.

thing in the pedagogic habit of mind, the proselytizing

knowledge he possesses, he would be an acquisition to
the teachers ranks.

There are, however, hundreds and

thousamta who do not have the requisite mental or physi-al qnalifieitions for either class, but who have studied
mnaic faithfolly.

I should be sorry to think that their

made mistakes and corrected them ; and so went on,
than they learned from us, and gradually evolving to
whatever degree of skill we may now possess according
to the measure of our natural ability.

Perhaps I ought

to add, according to the measure of our sincerity and
earnestness also ; but that goes without saying.
I should be glad if I could help you to avoid some ol
my mistakes; could give yon some of my own dearlybought experience, and put you at once on the right road
to successlul teaching.

But, after all is said and done,

nobody else’s experience cau possibly take the place of
your own.

My experience will not become yours until

you have made it your own by actual practice.

Even

then it will not lie the same ; for you and I are two dif¬
ferent persons, and your pupils will be more or less dif¬
ferent from mine, and no two of them will ever be exactly
alike. My first advice to yon is : Be yourself always—
stand on your own feet; see with your own eyes; use
your own intelligence ; think for yourself.

This does

d reams of others.
And it should be noted that the answer must meet
the exigencies of the individual, be he seven, seventeen,
or seveuty ; for this, which Mozart describes as the
lively dream ” of his manhood, was the same “lively
dream 1 of the boy of four when composing simple
melodies or the boy of ten writing an oratorio.
It must first lie observed that children think and ex¬
press simple unities.

The flower is seen ns a whole

before the individual elements of petal and stamen are
consciously discerned.
In music thought the child
should, therefore, begin with the simplest unities.
W hat, then, in music, is the simplest unit of thought ?
In other words, What is the first thing to do with the
child that come* to the teacher to study ostensibly the
piano, but in reality innsic?
Put to teachers in this way, the question has elicited
Trom them some very curious answers, all the way from

r

following given song:
=J=:

=4

*

While the melody was being played she thought out

Dear lit - tie

dol - lie, wake up,

and sang a bass to it; then, while melody and bass were
played, she worked out in the same manner an alto, and
finally a tenor.

At the end of her fourth year’s work

And observe that she was not told anything about the
rhythm of the song, but poetically discerned it.

she played from memory, in a musically artistic manner,

These illustrations might be multiplied a hundred¬

a programme including three piano and violin sonatinas

fold, but it is unnecessary, for they are sufficient to

by Hauptman and Reinecke,—the violin parts of which

prove that we do not need to consult ears to find mel¬

she could sing while playing her own part,—a Spindler

ody in thought and heart; and also to show the first

sonatina for piano, and a group of solo numbers from

step in the process of disconfusing and bringing to

Reinecke and Parlow, and this was done, be it noted, in
only half an hour’s work at home each day.

manifestation music as the “ lively dream ” of mind and
heart.

The second case was a child of eleven, who made no

PRIZE ESSAY COMPETITION.

pretense of singing but talked down on 6 and a below
middle e.

Short poetic sentences were given her, and

she began to try to express herself in song, and in from

The annual essay competitions which The Etude

of thought in music for the tyro of seven, seventeen,
or seventy, finally brings out melody as the real answer.

ten to twelve ten-minute daily lessons she was singing
simple melodies given to her in a above middle c.

has conducted for several years past have al ways excited
great interest among our readers and contributors. They

I ntil melody is reached music is not a definite fact

The third case was a young married woman who had

have been of value to The Etude in bringing ns into

fingers to tones.

The question, What is the simplest unit

of consciousness. Recognition of tone or differences of
tone is not recognition of melody. Consciousness of

never been able to “carry a tune.”

A simple line of

relations with new writers, frequently of originality and

poetry was put upon the board and she was asked to

power.

sing her thought of it.

and unmusical attempts to produce tones appeared.

stimulating, in affording that incentive to the very best
work that they can do.

J

She was reminded that she was not asked to sing tones
but let melody sing, and not only a fair melody but a pure

received in former years by increasing the amount of the

In this seeming lack of melodic perception, because of
failure to discern differences between tones, whether

voice appeared. No attempt was made to play melody
for her, or to give her melody, for six or seven lessons, but

various prizes. This time we will distribute $110, ac¬
cording to the following scale :

they 'move up” or “move down,” the teacher who
attempts to awaken this "lively dream” in the con¬
sciousness of the child will meet his first enemy, enter

she was required to produce her own melodies to given
poetic lines,
li"“°
0ne °f
last was as follows, to the
words :

upon his most vital funrtions-tbe removal of gravestone* from the mind and heart of himself and student.
For the battle is first in one’s own consciousness.

“ MornI“g awaketh, darkness is gone.”

tone or differences of tone is not a consciousness of
melody.
Still further, failure to recognize so as to
sing a tone or differences of tone is bo proof of lack of
melodic perception.

f ast the beam out of thine own eye, then shall thou
cl**r,jr * ***th” root® out of thy brother’s eye ” is
what u th« K^one
wh eh banes nnderneath it the consciousness of the
child, ami say,-. “Intelligence respecting music is

At the first effort only coarse

To the competitors we are sure they have been

We will show our appreciation of the support we have

First prize,.$35
Second prize,.
.30
Third prize,.25
Fourth prize,.\ .
■ .
20
No restrictions are made as to subject, except that the
essays must be in line with the character of the journal.
IV e can not use historical or biographical matter in this

contest.
The competition will close April 1st.

The essays will

appear in May.

The judges will be the corps of editors

of this journal.

The length of the essay should not

exceed 1500 words, and competition is open to all.

hope of success in the third phase of our group—viz.,
the control of the auditor. Experience is unquestionably
the great Uluneer of these three factors of vocal science,
but the most direct aud reliable ally of experience
is observation. Primarily, one should gain familiarity
with the atmosphere and spirit of the concert-room,
studying it in all of its phases, settling as definitely as
possible questions which can arise bearing upon one’s
own relation to such an occasion, before attempting
an appearance.
We presuppose mental equipment on the part of one
who considers public appearance, and one thus equipped
leaves as little as possible to chance ; therefore his obser¬
vation has enabled him to attend to all the details of
pr.wci.ee, such as entrance, poise, and dignity of bearing
expression ot face, manner of carrying or holding music,’
etc. One will find, when confronted by an audience, an
abundance of opportumtytoexerci.se control, regardless
of his care ,n preparation. He will feel, see, and know
things m racing an audience which .scaped him when he
was only a listener. Thus we find, without the necesTL' *°T a"-V f,mher> an exceUent r««on for the
as er » adv.ee to his pupil ; bnt indeed this is not all
thW "T

iB the estimation

artist, that the concert stage not only
emphasize but supplements instruction. Here the play
the imagination is quickened immeasurably The
- «.
ib™
.
' ;
'» U» ceil, or Which
the teach,r reali
* 8'nCe
fr°,n the ^'nls of
ti
**" ** an opportunity in interpretaeffor, a T
"'
bJ the interchange of
>rt ami appreciation under'the stress of appearance
wbieh*UM^lt* therefore able to avail himselfTZels
,
* 9‘'"110 or 0,6 Parlor can not afford. Again
wu/IT r“" n°‘ ii?n0re the •*«* lesson. His ££

.henit-nr10"1 u> u,e ^ ^ win
ing or

“e'of tbJrn'h
are, that best please or fail to please

ality. Technic as a study has for its objective point
the liberation of the mind of the artist from any physi¬
cal or technical limitations. Art’s language is ever the
same j its idioms illustrate its marvelous adaptability.
The student who attends frequent concerts and hears
the widely-differing interpretations of standard vocal
works is led gradually, almost nnconscionsly, to the
deeper meaning in the composer’s mind, and is not only
broadened in appreciation, in grasp of the subject, but
is able to appropriate the element of truth in the work
of the different artists, or that which appeals to him as
truthful, and to embody it in his own work and study.
It is here again that the promise of true greatness in the
student reveals itself. The one who admires and, with¬
out reason, blindly imitates, succeeds in just the meas¬
ure that the imitation is faithful and exact. The one
who admires and discriminates, who hears and hears
again, weighs and selects, finds in the rendering a reason
for things, and to that extent, and with that as a promise
or promoter of growth, has the tone artistic instinct, and
reveals in his own rendering the truest individuality.
Those who dig most deep find the richest treasure. Those
who attend concerts with only the listening ear can not
fail to reap some benefit, bnt those with the probing
thought, who search and weigh, appropriate and apply
rarely fail in having their own opportunity to stand be¬
fore the world’s audiences and enjoy the well-earned con¬
sciousness of a goal attained, from which standard they
can shed upon others the benediction of true artistic
musicianship. Go, then, to concerts, earnest in thought
and purpose ; applaud that which is true, and even char¬
acteristic, if good. Take away with you, if not notes

V0rtl*’

~ IS r
i* your studies
you kill
8
3 tha" U'at Which
seemed to

might occasion endless dispute :
“ Je suis ce que je suis; ainsi je ne suis pas ee que
je suis.” “ I am what I am ; but I am not what I fol¬
low.”
But with the two definitions forye mis, “ I am ” and
“I follow,” opposition disappears.
In the stndy and administration of voice culture we
need all the helps there are in this as in other lines. In
the first place, voice culture in certain phases is a deep
and elusive subject. In the next place, there are not
many minds that can readily, upon the instant, put
together the facts that they observe and make correct
deductions from them. For illustration : Few can give
immediately the right answer to so simple a proposition
as this old and widely known one : A man buys a pair
of shoes for five dollars, giving a ten-dollar bill to the
dealer, who has to go to the bank to get it changed.
After the customer has departed with his shoes and his
change, the hill is returned from the hank as a counter¬
feit, and the dealer redeems it. How much does he
lose?
In a company of people the answer to this is likely to
be given variously as from five to twenty dollars. If the
mental faculties will not work correctly in a common¬
place problem so easy to verify as this, what endless
error may we not find among those who pursue voice
culture through the complications of taste, temperament-,
health, environment, education, inheritance, habit, and
circumstances in general. At all events, it is best to
fortify one’s self with the clearest definitions, the best
maxims, and the most approved formulas that can he
had. Probably every teacher of long experience finds
these thought-crystals forming day by day in his mind.
It is the object of this article to offer some of mine, to¬
gether with some that are more widely known.
1 erhaps the most useful thought that a voice teacher
or a singer can keep by him for constant reference is this:
Take care of three points in making every tone—viz. :
1. Control the breath entirely with the breathing
muscles.
Keep the jaw, tongue, neck, and shoulders undis¬

content of u piece much sooner ; he gets more out of his

and their fruitful influence upon later times ; and “ The

music, enjoys it more, learns very much faster many
more pieces, lias much music at momentary command-

Typical Musical Forms,” a succinct explanation of the

all ot that up to his grade of sight-reading—and, therefore,
becomes conversant with greut quantities of music.

principles of musical form and of the peculiarities of those
illustrated in the programmes. Special offer on this
work is fifty cents ; positively closes this month.

M e know what we send—we are positive on this score.
There is seldom any’ trouble alxmt what money is
credited, and therefore the only thing that is left, where
there is a doubt, is the value of the music which is
returned.

Now, if each of our patrons who return music

to us will simply take an account of the number of pieces
■Hklk-commAM) sufficient to enter at once into the
spirit of what one is performing is one of the most desir¬

Wk have in press a work on harmony, designed espe¬
cially to be practical, by H. A. Clarke, Mus. Doc.

and books which they return they can tell the moment

able acquirementsforthcmusician. Itcan becultivated.
The student geueraliy waits nntd bis emotions become

Professor of Music in the University of Pennsylvania’

whether they have received proper credit or not.

The success of Dr. Clarke's method of teaching harmony

it would be better, perhaps, to take the prices, yet it

excited through the influence of what lie is performingtakes it as he docs his breath, os a matter of course, as

is attested by countless pupils all over the United

would be a great help even to have the number of pieces,

States.

This method, the result of forty years’ continu¬

because we could then say positively to them the proper

something uUut which he lias no concern or susceptibil¬
ity. But tliis is wrong. He shonld strive to gain the

ous study and teaching, he has embodied in this work.
I lie object lie has always kept in view is how to enable

1 red it has been allowed, and in this way we could prove

ability to throw himselfat once into what he is perform
mg and feel its Content to the fullest. Chorus singers
need especially to cultivate the ability to enter immedi-

the pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most comprehensible
way, the mass of facta, rules, etc., which make up the

ing—that the account is correct as we have it.

art of harmony.

ately into the spirit of their work.

questions are entirely avoided, from a belief that the

Instead of waiting

until the heart opens to the emotional effects of thcpiece
,t by force of will „t the outset; invite the musical
udlnen.e to enter at ones, and not wait until it force8

'*’t rt'“le,ly r°r cnrrect‘IIK « lone ,b„, I, ,„»
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destined to become the standard

the

Album,” and will contain only music of the first and

We most earnestly

second grades, consisting of the best we have in our cata¬

in

we will make a special offer of the work to any one send
eeta. in ™i,. Those ,h„ b„, ^

an,

accounts with us ran have theehargegoon our beokfHub
m that case postage is charged extra.

Vua,tluI1 *,ld
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It will be entitled the “First Dance

logue and about half a dozen pieces that have not yet
ecn 'sauetl by us. The selection has been made with
tlie greatest care and the extra pieces have been added to
make the volume a unit.

For a volume of easy piece*

nothing better can be had.

It will contain about eighty

pages, and very few of the pieces will be more than two
pages in length.

*****

We will make the special offer price,

or the month of January only, thirty cents, postage paid

“*” • no,nil wort in octavo form for

il cash is sent with the order.

Patrons having good

"pen accounts with us may order the volume to be
a Wei, Miw.il. ,bc ,„p„ln, lc« *5? ” bj Dr

c larged, but in such case the postage would be charged

non, written for tl. Mendelssohn Clnb of PhitaTTT’’
is brilliant, tuneful, not difficult but full , h,' adelphla’

ary 31st, and we would advise every one who wishes an

Sncr '“«*• -

s

iactive xolume of easy dance music to order one or
more copies of it.

‘-“"os'. '-,t„d
l>tst organ instructor

will be issued some time during the current month, but

price is twenty cents, postage paid.

r*»r rnpunalbtlliT.

text-book
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UP°» fo the chest.
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We will publish during January a volume of easy
dance music.

,W‘

will ,horli;Sjjj

*****

right time to attack them is after the learner has become
familiar with the practice. This work on harmony is

invite all teachers and students to investigate this work
whicli will be i„cd

ANSWERS TO VOICE QUESTIONS

While

to the person to their satisfaction—at which we are aim¬

With this end in view, theoretical

country for the study of theory.
* * • *

they receive their credit memorandum, which we send,

ai c ltional.

The offer will not be continued alter JaiW-

u*u*1'3’ Pr"

10 wnlrol u j, the pupil1,,

How to Teach: How to Study,” by E. M. Sefton,
'i

continue the special offer on the work until

form for doing acceptable playiDg on this popular instru¬
ment
Piano teachers who felt more or less uncertain
of their mastery of the possibilities of the reed organ
and liow best to teach it, will find in these works ex¬
actly the suggestions that they need for teaching the
instrument successfully.

call attention to the piece in any particular manner.
The day of ponderous three-dollar piano methods has
passed. The pupil delights in the smaller book, because
he can see the time ahead when it will be possible to
have finished it.

This, with

such exercises as are eminently to the point,—that is
Bkm DCS the three books of Duets edited by Mr.

and teacher. This kind of music has proved of great
inspirational value to all classes of pupils, especially to
young pupils while they are gaining sulficient skill for
playing oveu the easiest music interestingly. The duet

The player will feel greatly indebted to Dr. Goldbeck
for bis careful and thorough editing.

One of the greatest essentials in a

method is that of easy grading with a large supply of
pieces exemplifying each pedagogical idea.

Presaer, we have several easy books in sheet mnsic of
easy duets, some for two pupils and others for pupil

It

tells its own story, its possibilities, better than we can.

Characteristic, everything characteristic, is the cry
from the public.

Music must partake of this character.

We give another example, founded on Spanish dance

exercises that really develop an essential technical abil¬

figures, “ La Prineessa.” by Otto Merz.

ity,—make up a desirable method.

this lies entirely in a earefnl observance of phrasing and

Besides all of this

The effect of

Landon's “ Foundation Materials ’ ’ contains most delight¬
ful music, music that is pleasing to children, and snch

dynamic marks. In playing this piece, do n’t yon think

music as they can play successfully from lesson to lesson

by feeling a violoncello tone color ?

you can add a little color to the melody in the left hand

This method is the first to teach a practical classification
of the various chord touches, aud to give the valuable

allows them to play a melody easily while the teacher

Mason sliding exercises.

fills in harmonies and secondary melodics that make

the young pupil, clear instruction for the intelligent nse

The book also gives, even to

Still another example!
the programme type.

This time rather more ol

“The Village Blacksmith,” by

Carl Heins, with which we have printed Longfellow's
beautiful poem, needs no comment, it seems to us.

the piece musically pleasing and interesting. Ask for a
selection to be sent yon by the “On Sale” plan.

A

reading of the poem, a careful mental assimilation of it,
can not but help the player. We believe in this constant

MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE.

relation of mnsic and poetic content.
adjunct to expressive playing.

It is a necessary

Can you find the places

Wc are putting careful work into the “Publisher’s
N..tr*, seeking to call the reader’s attention to such
things as will be of l-enetlt to him. We believe that we

Have you read “Ik Marvel’s” “Reveries ol
elor . Did you not enjoy it? Then play

at which the smith and his apprentice are using sledge

"
^*t for thr il,ter*»ta of The Etude when
w serve the interest, of on, readers. We would

Z

Reverie ” by Wolff that is published in this >
try to put in your playing the same dreamy

tough metal into the shape he wishes?
his meditative moments?

cal attentom to our advertising pages as „ valuable help
.« the teacher. Nearly every good, new thing in

Plative spirit that Mr. Mitchell wrote into h

ninsoml world finds announcement there and the I

r“*“•
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ft'68' .^econ9"ler tbispiecea perfect gem, pa:
the middle portion in B-flat, with its broo.fi,,

and hammer, and where the former is hammering the

Those of our readers who are fond of four-hand play¬
ing will, we are sure, be pleased with “A Coquettish
Smile,

ItisTlll

T"ht0remotion- iu the left-hand

ZZIT Matniyfromtu^-

Can you find

by Eugelmann.

It is its own interpreter—a bril¬

liant, melodious piece, but not very difficult; good for
diawing-room as well as concert use.
Lovers of the English ballad type will certainly he
pleased with “Sea Dreams,” by Moir, the composer of

teachers
«»cbers
Sll report great sucre* in the inspiration -,n,i

i

.

.

PopiK sad add that it.also helps ,omakeIhe'pS
homes mnsieal by casing music to
„

ZlV?

■'"l *u;r

,
the hands of P
We have used two of the music

thU8fbCf°? T,,E ETUDE rea,lere
of the
• aionte style of composition—“ Album I

the popular

Best of All.”

The poem is one of Weath¬

erly’s singable lyrics and is full of delightful pictures.
The music that the composer has wedded to the words is
a delightful setting of the poetic idea, a musiciauly work,

St
2* thiS C0U1 Potion. It iso
id that can be interpreted in several ways la
tenanted by the player himseif. IngenZ,™

and yet withal presenting no technical difficulties, re¬
quiring sympathetic treatment rather than vocal displayc are very snre t'1’8 piece, a new composition, is going
to prove a popular one.
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21 Preludes and six Fugue*.

J. 8. liach.
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First Year on Piano or Organ. E. D. Thayer
Complete Instructor for Violin. B. Tours. Boards.
Studies in Melody Playing. H. C. Macdougall. In two vols. (Either volume
Piano Teaching. Le Couppey.
Practical Harmony. Dr. F. L. Ritter.
Sonatina Album. Theo. Presser.
Counterpoint and Canon. E. E. Ayers.
The Study of the Piano. II. Parent.
Mathews’ Standard Graded Course in Ten Grades. (Any three grades.)
I or traits, life-size, any one of the following: Mendelssohn, Beethoven, W ague
nr
’ Chopin, Schubert, Haydn, Bach, Rubinstein.
Music Folio, with Strings.
Etudes of Rhythm and Expression. Op. 125. S. Heller.
nod Technic. In four vols. (Any two volumes.)
Album of Instructive Pieces. Theo. Presser
Easy Method for the Pianoforte. A. Rommel
Embellishments of Music. L. A. Russell
Pedals of the Pianoforte. Hans Schmitt.
Singing Tutor for Mezzo-Soprano. F. Abt.
Complete Method of Singing. A. Randegger.
Foundation Materials for the Pianofori e. C. W. Landon.
Dictionary of Musical Terms. Dr. H. A. Clarke.
Concert Album—either Popular or Classical.
Etude Binder.
Musical Dominoes.
Schoofof Fn.i, it ^ m ’ Rhyth™’ and Expression. M. L. Brown.
S^hoo n5 iTi''oand
Presser- Three vols.
qS™1 °f R ?' °rgan Playing. Chas. W. Landon. Three vols
Sheet Music from our own Catalogue to the retail value of $4.00.'
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